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With immigration reform legislation now making its way through Congress, it is imperative that 
we estimate as accurately as possible the full range of potential economic costs and benefits 
associated with any particular bill. It is especially important to establish the proper criteria for a 
complete, robust, and accurate fiscal scoring of any bill by the Congressional Budget Office 
(CBO). To that end, we should consider the growing consensus of the economic literature on the 
strongly positive benefits of immigration in general and of the various aspects of immigration 
reform in particular, as calculated using a variety of different methodologies. The CBO would be 
well-advised to keep this consensus literature in mind as it establishes the criteria it will use for 
scoring immigration reform legislation. 
 
More and more research demonstrates the economic benefits of immigration reform. 
 
The last few years have witnessed a burst in economic research showing the strongly positive net 
impacts of immigration in general and comprehensive immigration reform (CIR) in particular. 
Broad agreement has emerged as to not only the net economic and fiscal benefits of immigration 
and CIR, but the acceleration of those benefits over time. Moreover, these conclusions have been 
arrived at in studies utilizing a variety of different methodological approaches. It is important to 
point out that each of these different approaches is limited by a focus on separate aspects of 
immigration reform (Table 1). A complete methodological framework accounting for all of the 
components of CIR produces the largest-scale benefits. 
 

• The benefits of legalization and a pathway to citizenship have been calculated to be 
substantial using both partial and general equilibrium models (complex economic 
simulations that predict how a change in one part of the economy affects other parts of 
the economy), as well as aggregate projections based on econometric trends (historical 
data projected into the future). Raúl Hinojosa-Ojeda has used the historical example of 
the 1986 Immigration Reform and Control Act (IRCA) to estimate a 15.1% wage 
increase and associated productivity growth from 1988 to 1991, calculating partial and 
general equilibrium effects which were then projected for a similar three-year timeframe 
today.3 Moreover, Robert Lynch and Patrick Oakford projected a 10-year timeframe for 
both legalization and citizenship, with the latter producing an estimated additional 10% 
income gain beyond the 15.1% gain from legalization.4 The results indicated that in a 
scenario of immediate legalization and citizenship, U.S. Gross Domestic Product (GDP) 
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would grow by $1.4 trillion in 10 years, while a scenario of legalization only produces a 
more modest $832 billion cumulative gain5 (see Figure 1). A May 2013 report by Robert 
Rector and Jason Richwine of The Heritage Foundation fails to acknowledge any of these 
gains of legalization, opting instead to create a very limited estimate of what immigrants 
would pay in net taxes over their lifetime, while offering no examination of the overall 
economic and fiscal benefits of immigration and immigration reform.6   

 
• The economic benefits of future immigration flows through more flexible legal 

channels have been shown to be significantly higher than for legalization alone because 
they introduce a new factor of production: labor. The impacts of these flows on GDP 
have been calculated by Peter B. Dixon and Maureen T. Rimmer,7 as well as by 
Hinojosa-Ojeda,8 all of whom use computable general equilibrium models. These studies 
produce similar results of $1.8 and $1.5 trillion in additional GDP over 10 years. Longer 
term impacts using economic-based extrapolations of demographic and technological 
trend dynamics are produced by Holtz Eakins, generating net positive economic and 
fiscal benefits amounting to a $2.5 trillion reduction in the cumulative federal deficit over 
10 years.9  
 

• The high costs of an enforcement-only response to unauthorized immigration have 
been estimated by Dixon and Rimmer,10 as well as by Hinojosa-Ojeda, who found that a 
mass deportation and zero-immigration policy would decrease U.S. GDP by $2.6 trillion 
over 10 years.11 Dixon and Rimmer have also modeled the effects of various enforcement 
strategies (including border and workplace enforcement), finding reduced GDP effects,12 
while Hinojosa projects soaring costs per apprehension.13 

 
• The international effects of CIR, while not explicitly addressed in the legislative 

proposals, are nevertheless an evitable reality included in CBO scoring which has been 
explored in the literature. Michael Clemens reviews a number of partial and general 
equilibrium models indicating massive international benefits from migration from poor to 
rich countries, even when involving relatively small labor-market shares.14 Hinojosa-
Ojeda and Sherman Robinson,15 and Hinojosa-Ojeda and Robert McCleery,16 specifically 
analyze the migration and remittance impacts in the context of the U.S. Mexico and 
Central America, indicating reduced demand for migrants after CIR and a slight increase 
in remittances as legalized migrants’ wages rise. 
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Table 1:  
The CIR Impacts due to Legalization and Future Flows: 

CBO Scoring compared to Economic Literature 
 
 CBO Scoring techniques compared to 

Economic Literature Consensus 
 

CIR  
Impact  
Components 

CBO (2006) Economic 
Literature 
Consensus 

       Basic                                    Additional 
    Dynamics                                Dynamics 

 
Future Flows Impacts:  

(a) GDP expansion due 
directly from labor 
force growth via 
migration 

YES YES YES 

Future Flows Impacts: 
(b) Indirect expansion of 

GDP resulting from 
future flows: 

- Private savings 
- Investment 
- Capital flows 
- Interest rates 
- Resulting effect on wages  

 

NO YES YES 

Legalization Impacts NO NO YES 
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Figure 1:  Cumulative Economic Benefits of
Comprehensive Immigration Reform
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CBO Scoring Strategies 

As the Senate begins consideration of immigration reform legislation, it is very important to 
establish the proper criteria for a complete, robust, and accurate fiscal scoring of the legislation 
by the CBO. While the concept of “dynamic scoring” has been debated recently in relation to the 
macro-economic benefits of fiscal policy reform, the dynamic mechanics that need to be 
analyzed are very different for immigration reform. Unlike the effects of fiscal policy, 
immigration unambiguously generates additional labor for GDP expansion, productivity, and 
real-asset wealth effects, all of which must be included in a proper fiscal scoring of immigration 
reform legislation. It is also important to distinguish among the various components of the robust 
and accelerating economic and fiscal benefits of immigration and immigration reform. The broad 
methodological range of the studies presented above, each focusing on various aspects of 
immigration reform, is instructive for the discussion on the best CBO approach. 
 
The CBO has indicated that it “would use the same basic analytic approach that it did in 2006,” 
whereby the CBO and Joint Committee on Taxation (JCT) “relaxed” the assumption of fixed 
macroeconomic variables such as employment and savings and investment.17 In the words of 
CBO Director Douglas W. Elmendorf, “because S. 2611 would have had the direct effect of 
significantly increasing the size of the U.S. labor force (resulting in an estimated 3.4 million 
additional workers in the United States by 2016), CBO and JCT relaxed that assumption and 
incorporated in the cost estimate the direct effect of the bill on the U.S. population, employment, 
and taxable wages.”18 However, the CBO also “described the effects that were not taken into 
account in that estimate (specifically, the impact on private saving, capital flows, and interest 
rates, and the resulting effect on wages), and the additional budgetary effects that would 
ensue.”19 
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Obviously, the incorporation of both the direct effects of labor force growth, as well as the 
additional indirect effects, would be crucial in accurately determining the economic and thus net 
fiscal impacts of immigration policy reforms. It is interesting to note that the CBO did consider 
as an effect the potential international impacts of foreign capital inflows related to increased 
immigration, as well as the related outflow of remittances and immigrant savings rates. Not 
considered are the impacts of remittances on U.S. exports or reduction in migrant labor supply 
depending on the productive versus consumption impacts of remittances.  
 
It is important to keep in mind that even taking these effects into account, the CBO scoring 
strategy would still only be focused on the impacts of future flows of immigration. Entirely 
missing would be the economic benefits associated with legalization, which are likely to be 
substantial and which have important impacts on exactly the economic variables the CBO is 
seeking to capture.  

 
Implications for Policy 

A combined methodological approach must be used to establish a solid foundation for a 
complete fiscal scoring of any immigration reform bill. This will provide the foundation 
necessary to determine how best to maximize the economic and net fiscal benefits of CIR. 
The implications of this review of recent literature and CBO scoring approaches indicate that: 

1) Rapid rates of legalization and citizenship would substantially accelerate the economic 
benefits. 

2) Relatively higher flows of immigration would contribute to even larger net economic 
benefits. 

3) With legalization and larger future flows, unauthorized border crossings would decline, 
enforcement spending could be decreased, and thus the massive rising costs per 
apprehension would be reduced. 

4) Improving the productive use of immigrant savings and remittances in receiving 
countries would generate significant export demand for the U.S. and reduce the supply of 
migrant labor into the U.S. 
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